Efficacy of Multiseason Sentinel-2 Imagery for Classifying and Mapping Grassland Condition
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Assessing the condition of ecosystems is imperative for understanding their degree of degradation and managing their conservation. The increasing availability of remote sensing products offers unprecedented opportunities for mapping vegetation with high detail and accuracy. However, mapping complex ecosystems, like grasslands, remains challenging due to their heterogeneity in vegetation composition and structure. Furthermore, degraded ecosystems affected by invasive vegetation present different condition levels within vegetation classes, limiting the accuracy of classifications and condition assessment. Here, we evaluated the capacity of Sentinel-2 multispectral time series imagery as an input for classifying different levels of cover within a vegetation class to detect the subtle differences needed to assess the condition of degraded ecosystems. Our study was conducted in the iron-grasslands of South Australia, a perennial tussock grassland dominated by iron-grasses (Lomandra spp.) and severely affected by invasive annual grasses. We developed random forest models to discriminate classes defined by the cover of iron-grasses, wild oats (Avena barbata), and woodland (training points = 250). We tested the importance of data seasonality, spatial resolution, spectral bands, and vegetation indices. The combination of spatial, temporal, and spectral detail produced the best classification results. Random forest classifications performed best at 10 m resolution, suggesting that detailed resolution outweighs spectral detail for discriminating vegetation patterns in systems with high spatial heterogeneity. The model at 10 m resolution combining all periods and all variables (spectral bands and vegetation indices) produced a mean kappa coefficient of 56% and a mean overall accuracy of 67%. The dry season imagery and vegetation indices emerged as the most informative, suggesting that vegetation classes presented different phenological properties critical for their discrimination. Our study contributes to mapping complex ecosystems, facilitating the discrimination of different levels of condition in grasslands degraded by invasive species, and thus benefits the conservation of native grasslands and other ecosystems.

1. Introduction

There is an increasing demand to develop accurate maps of vegetation conditions for biodiversity conservation and landscape management [1–3]. Remote sensing methods have been widely used in vegetation mapping to provide comprehensive assessments at broad spatial and temporal scales [4, 5]. The most prominent mapping approach is the classification of remotely sensed imagery into discrete thematic classes to represent vegetation in an area of interest [6, 7]. Most classification techniques are based on the canopy reflectance capture in the electromagnetic spectrum by satellite sensors [8]. Reflectance can be sensitive to plant variation in biochemical and biophysical variables [9]. Thus, differences in phenological properties between plant species provide the opportunity to discriminate classes in multitemporal datasets [10]. Several modeling techniques correlate spectral signatures to referenced vegetation site-based data at certain phenological stages [11]. Among these techniques, the machine learning approaches have become a trending method due to their flexibility in classifying complex classes without considering statistical assumptions for data distribution [12]. The recent development of fine spatial, spectral, and temporal resolutions in satellites has improved machine learning classifications to unprecedented levels. However, most classifications have been conducted in agricultural landscapes, forests, and woodland, leaving a variety of remote scenarios with a higher level of vegetation complexity to be tested [7].
The random forest (RF) algorithm is a popular machine learning classifier for remote sensing classifications. It has the capacity to handle high-dimensional data and produce accurate classifications in complex environments [13]. By producing a high number of decision trees, the RF algorithm is less sensitive to the quality of training samples and overfitting [14]. The RF algorithm also employs training samples encompassing a wide variety of data, including spectral bands and vegetation indices [15]. In recent years, the emergence of open-source high spatiotemporal and spectral resolution imagery has shown promising results for RF land cover classifications [6, 7]. The twin platform Copernicus Sentinel-2 provides open-source imagery with a high resolution (10–60 m) and short temporal revisit time (5 days), facilitating the construction of dense time series over large spatial extents [16–18]. Among Sentinel-2 bands, the red-edge bands (670–760 nm) are highly sensitive to the leaf chlorophyll content and are effective tools for discriminating vegetation classes [19, 20]. Employing Sentinel-2 imagery in RF classifications has shown successful outcomes in agricultural lands [21], forests [15], wetlands [22, 23], scrubland [7], and grasslands [24–26]. However, classification accuracy is limited by plant community complexity in composition and structure [27].

Native grasslands are diverse ecosystems characterized by high spatial heterogeneity. Grassland vegetation is composed of graminoids and several interspersed herbaceous species that are not always distinguishable, even at high spatial and spectral resolutions [28, 29]. Temporal and spatial dynamics such as rainfall seasonality and physiochemical soil properties affect vegetation composition and structure, leading to discontinuous plant cover [30]. Temperate grasslands, in particular, present dominant perennial and annual graminoids whose phenological characteristics are strongly influenced by rainfall seasonality, increasing the temporal heterogeneity [31]. Furthermore, invasive exotic species severely impact most temperate grasslands, presenting heterogeneity in the proportions of native and exotic species [32]. Consequently, degraded grasslands exhibit a mosaic of patches with different levels of degradation, thus complicating the detection of patterns in vegetation composition that ultimately lead to the dominance of exotic species.

The detection of subtle patterns in plant communities is required for the assessment of grassland conditions. Compositional indicators, such as the cover of dominant native vegetation, can facilitate the assessment of grasslands condition by contrasting undisturbed and disturbed vegetation patches [4]. Recent studies have combined multiseasonal information with phenological properties to improve the separation of patches dominated by native or invasive species [10, 25, 26, 33]. However, due to the small size of grassland species and high heterogeneity in mixed patches (native and exotic species), most classifications use coarse vegetation classes [7]. As a result, classifications often lack information on the level condition inside classes in terms of the proportion between native and invasive species. Defining classes that represent different levels of condition of a plant community based on the presence or cover of a dominant native species could improve the assessment of grasslands impacted by invasive species. Linking information on the cover of dominant native species with the spatial resolution of open-source satellite imagery can enhance our ability to detect patterns in vegetation communities, providing a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of grassland condition across time and space.

We aim to explore the suitability of Sentinel-2 time-series data for characterizing the condition of temperate grasslands, defined by the cover of a dominant native perennial graminoid. Sentinel-2 imagery was selected because it provides high temporal and spatial resolution with careful spectral calibration and consistency, which facilitates the applicability of this study in space and time. Here, we provide an RF classification of a complex native grassland invaded by exotic annual grasses. This study focuses on the Iron-grass Natural Temperate Grassland of South Australia (Iron-grasses lands henceforth), a vegetation type dominated by slow-growing large tussock graminoids known as iron-grasses (Lomandra spp.) and severely affected by invasive species [34]. Our objectives are to (1) assess if Sentinel-2 time series can be used to discriminate grassland classes defined by iron-grass tussock cover and (2) test the importance of data seasonality, spatial resolution, and whether adding spectral bands and/or vegetation indices would improve classifications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area. The study area (Poonthie Ruwe Conservation Park) covers over 245 ha (35.2983°S, 139.4897°E), about 90 km SE of Adelaide (Figure 1). The park is located in the Mediterranean-type climate region of South Australia, characterized by dry summers (December–February) that are warm to hot and wet winters (June–August) that are mild to cold [35]. Mean daily temperature ranges between 21.3°C in February and 10.4°C in July (Tailem Bend weather town station ID: 95818), with an average annual rainfall of 353.6 mm from 1991 to 2020 recorded by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. The Poonthie Ruwe Conservation Park represents one of the largest remaining iron-grass grassland patches in South Australia. The study area presents a relatively flat terrain with shallow loam soils over a calcrite rock layer that is frequently exposed. The northern section of the study area was used for sheep grazing before the area was turned into a conservation park in 2003. Graminoids dominate most of the area, with sparse southern cypress pine (Callitris gracilis) and eucalyptus woodland to the south. Tussocks of Lomandra effusa are present across the area, with greater numbers in the south section. The area is affected by the invasion of wild oats (Avena barbata), a common annual weed in the region, that is present across the study site. Other weeds like horehound (Marrubium vulgare) can be found across the area in lesser abundance.

2.2. Field Data Collection. In 2020 (May–July), we located 250 training points by traversing the study area and assessing the vegetation approximately every 30 m. Areas with large extents of calcrite rock were avoided to reduce the variability in the spectral reflectance of vegetation. At each point, we
assessed the vegetation and assigned a class according to the dominant vegetation within a radius of 10 m. We considered five vegetation classes that included iron-grass grasslands with three levels of condition, patches dominated by wild oats (with no iron-grass present) and woodland. Iron-grass grassland condition classes considered the iron-grass abundance (IGA) as the number of tussocks (average size: within 10 m of the training point and were defined as low IGA: 1–30, medium IGA: 31–100, and high IGA: >100). We only observed counts without collecting location data for individual tussocks. We also considered the vegetation classes wild oats and woodland. We collected 18 points for wild oats, 52 for low IGA, 73 for medium IGA, 68 for high IGA, and 39 for woodland. The shape of the field observations is a circular area (r = 10 m). This area is similar to the pixel size of Sentinel-2 (10 and 20 m) and hence facilitates the link to individual raster cells. The datasets for RF model training are generated by extracting satellite imagery at the centroids of the field observations. Model predictions produce rasters at 10 or 20 m pixel sizes, respectively.

2.3. Analysis Overview. In order to evaluate the potential of multitemporal Sentinel-2 imagery to identify subtle patterns of plant community composition, we use our field observations as reference (Figure 1). The guiding principle was to quantitatively evaluate how well satellite imagery can be used to discriminate plant community differences. We used RF classification models with different combinations of spectral bands, vegetation indices, and different time periods. The different RF models are called “scenarios.” Scenarios were repeated at two spatial resolutions (10 and 20 m), allowing us to assess spatial, spectral, and temporal satellite imagery characteristics.

For each scenario, we created k = 40 different random sets, splitting observations into training (70%) and testing (30%) points to be used in the RF models. We applied the Boruta algorithm to each set to simplify the model and obtain the best RF classification outcomes. In order to assess the performance of the scenarios, we averaged kappa and overall accuracy across the 40 classifications done for each scenario (Figure 2).

2.4. Remote Sensing Data. Sentinel-2 images were acquired from the European Space Agency Copernicus Open Access Hub using the packages RGI,Tools and sen2r in R software [36]. We downloaded level-2A, which comprises image orthorectification, along with atmospheric and slope corrections [37]. Mosaics were masked to the study area polygon in order to be filtered with a cloud coverage threshold of 0.1% and shadow masks provided by level-2A images, resulting in a RasterStack of 35 dates from 2020. This process was followed by a visual inspection to identify cloud, dust, or smoke-affected imagery, rejecting eight dates. We considered spectral bands at 10 and 20 m resolutions (Table 1). The red-edge bands (B5, B6, and B7) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) bands (B11 and B12) were resampled from 20 to 10 m resolution, using the nearest neighbor method from the package Raster in R software (Table 1).

We used seven spectral indices (Table 2). These included the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and the enhanced vegetation index 2 (EVI2), two indices commonly used in vegetation classification analysis [38, 39]. We also included indices calculated with the red-edge bands and SWIR bands due to their importance for vegetation classification [38, 40]. These included the normalized difference red-edge (NDRE) index, the red-edge enhanced vegetation index 2 (red-edge EVI2), the red-edge chlorophyll index (CIRE), the SWIR ratio, and the normalized difference water index (NDWI). All indices were calculated at both resolutions, employing B8 for the 10 m resolution and B8a for the 20 m scale. The indices employing red-edge bands were calculated with B5, commonly used for red-edge band vegetation indices [7, 25].

2.5. Selection of Dates. To determine key dates that facilitate the discrimination by phenology, we analyzed the separability of the vegetation classes across an NDVI time series from 2020 at a 10 m resolution (Figure 3). NDVI was selected due to its importance as a standard index for vegetation classifications [8, 41]. The time series of NDVI averaged for the vegetation classes revealed three time periods defined as the early dry season (D1), from January to April. The rainy season (R) is from May to October. And the late dry season (D2) is from November to December. We selected two representative dates for each of the three time periods: D1: 2 Jan and 7 March, R: 15 Jul and 14 Aug, and D2: 17 Nov and 27

![FIGURE 1: Poonthie Ruwe Conservation Park. Training points are colored by vegetation classes. Wild oats in yellow, Low IGA in light green, medium IGA in green, high IGA in blue, and woodland in red.](Image)
Nov. Dates were enumerated from 1 to 6 according to the calendar.

2.6. Classification Scenarios. The full dataset contains nine bands and seven indices at six dates and two spatial resolutions (16×6×2 spatial data layers). We grouped these into 21 different scenarios based on combinations of spectral bands and vegetation indices at selected time periods (Table 3). All scenarios were developed at 10 and 20 m resolutions.

2.7. Modeling Process and Model Performance. We used the RF Classifier in conjunction with the Boruta algorithm for variable confirmation. The RF classifier is a supervised machine learning algorithm employed for classification and regression, which integrates multiple decision trees whose results are combined into one final result [42]. Decision trees are a type of model that employs randomly selected training samples to learn the characteristics of the classes that the model will be predicting. Prior to the RF model execution, we conducted a Boruta-based variable selection to reduce the dimensionality of data due to the large number of variables considered. Boruta is a feature selection wrapper algorithm that works around classification methods like RF [43]. Boruta computes a statistically significant division between important and irrelevant variables, providing a set of confirmed variables to be used in modeling. Both analyses were conducted in R software, using the packages randomForest and Boruta [43].

For each scenario, we repeatedly selected random subsets of 70% (n = 175 training points) of the field observations for training and the remaining 30% (n = 75 testing points) for model testing. This process was repeated 40 times for each scenario to reduce any bias caused by the use of a single training point set. Each training subset was employed in the Boruta-based variable selection and subsequent RF modeling training. The trained RF models were applied to
their corresponding testing subset. To assess the performance of the models, we calculated the mean overall accuracy (MOA) and mean kappa coefficient (MKC) for each of the 21 scenarios at both resolutions (10 and 20 m). We selected scenario D1D2R_BI, which considered all variables, to discuss the importance of variables (bands and indices) by calculating the mean importance values assigned by the Boruta-based variable selection. We also employed these
scenarios to discuss the classification accuracy for each vegetation class based on the mean accuracy obtained during the training process. To assess the grassland condition based on our results, we generated classification maps for the scenarios with the highest MKC at each spatial resolution. We discuss the distribution of vegetation classes to identify sections of our study area in good and bad conditions.

### 3. Results and Analysis

#### 3.1. Model Performance

The highest MKC (0.56) and MOA (67%) were achieved by scenario D1D2R_BI at a 10 m resolution incorporating all available variables: the three time periods, bands, and indices (Figure 4). Similar MKC values were achieved by other scenarios considering the early and late dry seasons (D1D2): D1D2R_BI (0.55), D1D2_BI (0.54), and D1D2_I (0.53). At 10 m resolution, scenarios composed of one or both dry seasons performed better (MKC values: 0.35–0.54) than scenarios composed of only the rainy season (MKC values: 0.25–0.31). Using only indices resulted in better MKC and MOA than using only bands. In contrast, the scenarios at 20 m resolution presented low accuracies. The highest MKC (0.38) and MOA (55%) were achieved by the D2R_BI scenario at 20 m resolution. Scenarios composed of one or both dry seasons performed better (MKC values: 0.3–0.38) than scenarios composed of only the rainy season (MKC values: 0.2–0.25). Using only bands resulted in better performances than using only indices. However, these differences were minimal. Colors are scaled across MOA and MKC columns at each resolution, respectively, providing visual accuracies per scenario.

#### 3.2. Variable Importance

We selected the scenario D1D2R_BI to compare the importance of variables at 10 and 20 m resolution. At 10 m resolution, 21 variables were confirmed as relevant in all 40 randomizations, while in the 20 m scenario, only the number of confirmations was not higher than 24 (Table 4). The NDVI and EVI2 indices presented the highest mean importance values for both scenarios. In the case of the 20 m resolution, the red band, Red-edge EVI2, and CIRE were among the top 10 most important variables. Both scales presented the early dry season (2 Jan, 7 March) as the most important, followed by the late dry season (27 Nov, 17 Nov).

#### 3.3. Vegetation Classes Classification Accuracy

A detailed analysis of the classification accuracy of vegetation classes from scenario D1D2R_BI revealed that mean accuracies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Number of input variables (k)</th>
<th>Mean number of confirmed variables</th>
<th>Mean overall accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Mean kappa coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>20 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1D2R_BI</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>30.5 28.1</td>
<td>67 52</td>
<td>0.56 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1D2R_B</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>21.5 24.9</td>
<td>54 50</td>
<td>0.4 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1D2R_I</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21.3 22.3</td>
<td>66 51</td>
<td>0.55 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1D2_BI</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>23.7 23.9</td>
<td>65 52</td>
<td>0.54 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1D2_B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16 20</td>
<td>56 48</td>
<td>0.42 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1D2_I</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22.5 20.1</td>
<td>64 50</td>
<td>0.53 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1R_BI</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24 20.6</td>
<td>61 49</td>
<td>0.49 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1R_B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17.1 21</td>
<td>55 48</td>
<td>0.41 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1R_I</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15.2 12.8</td>
<td>60 46</td>
<td>0.48 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2R_BI</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24.95 23.3</td>
<td>64 53</td>
<td>0.53 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2R_B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16.5 19.8</td>
<td>54 51</td>
<td>0.39 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2R_I</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17.1 15.6</td>
<td>63 48</td>
<td>0.51 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1_B</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16.6 18.1</td>
<td>60 49</td>
<td>0.48 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1_B</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12.6 15.5</td>
<td>57 48</td>
<td>0.43 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1_I</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.9 11.6</td>
<td>59 46</td>
<td>0.46 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2_BI</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16.9 15.7</td>
<td>62 50</td>
<td>0.49 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2_B</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12 12.8</td>
<td>51 49</td>
<td>0.35 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2_I</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.7 10.2</td>
<td>59 46</td>
<td>0.46 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_BI</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13.8 13.7</td>
<td>47 42</td>
<td>0.31 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_B</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9.9 11.3</td>
<td>44 42</td>
<td>0.26 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_I</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.2 10.5</td>
<td>43 40</td>
<td>0.25 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4**: Summary of efficiency metrics for all scenarios at 10 and 20 m resolutions over 40 random forest models. D1, early dry season; D2, late dry season; R, rainy season; B, spectral bands; I, vegetation indices. Mean number of confirmed variables by the Boruta algorithm for all scenarios (colors range from blue (high) to red (low)). Mean overall accuracy (MOA) and mean kappa coefficients (MKC) values for all scenarios (colors range from green (high) to red (low)).
were higher in the 10 m scale for all classes (Table 5). Woodland presented the highest mean accuracy for both scales. In the case of the 10 m scale, the accuracy decreased proportionally to iron-grass cover, presenting the lowest accuracy for wild oats. The 20 m resolution also presented wild oats with the lowest accuracy, and all IGA classes had an accuracy lower than 60%.

3.4. Distribution of Grassland Condition. Classification maps for both scales showed similar patterns. Grasslands with better condition (more iron-grass) were located in the south section of the park, while the north central section was the most affected by wild oats. Woodland area was located at the same locations for both scales (Figure 5).

4. Discussion

4.1. Variables Influencing Model Performance. Our results showed that the 10 m resolution outperformed the 20 m resolution in all scenarios. The inherent heterogeneity of tussock grasslands and the small size of tussocks compared to shrubs or trees could have favored the 10 m bands. Tussocks can present highly variable spatial patterns since fine-scale environmental or resource gradients influence their aggregation [44]. Furthermore, invasive species affect native species increasing, patch heterogeneity. Consequently, greater spatial resolutions may imply more variability in the spectral reflectance of vegetation classes. The detail obtained by the 10 m resolution appeared to be efficient for classifying iron-grass grassland classes despite the variability present at different levels of tussock cover. A fine spatial resolution may be necessary to discriminate different levels of cover in heterogeneous systems like grasslands. Employing imagery with higher spatial resolution from drones or commercial satellites could contribute to capturing the heterogeneity of tussock grasslands, but it implies more human and economic resources over time and space.

The multitemporal datasets composed of the three time periods (early and late dry season and rainy season)
contributed to better performances at both scales. However, excluding the rainy season resulted in similar MOA and MKC, indicating that dry season imagery is key for the discrimination of iron-grasses. High leaf area in all vegetation classes during the rainy season increases homogeneity of reflectance. These results are consistent with the importance of data seasonality for the discrimination of perennial graminoids reported in other studies [10, 25]. However, the importance of seasonality for grassland classifications may vary depending on the type of climate [45] or the phenological properties of dominant native vegetation and invasive species [46]. In South Australian temperate grasslands, perennial tussocks become more visible during the dry season, contrasting to annual graminoids, which are either
absent or present as dead biomass [47]. Model performance increased with the number of time periods used. The better results obtained by the combinations of all time periods could be linked to the detection of less pronounced phenological differences.

The red-edge band had a surprisingly low performance. Most studies consider the red-edge bands over the RGB or NIR bands for their capacity to capture and record variations in vegetation pigment concentration [40]. However, the red-edge bands have mainly been used in cropland and woodland systems with a more even canopy structure than grasslands [38]. In the case of grasslands, other studies showed that red-edge bands have a limited capacity to discriminate between target vegetation, even when rescaled to 10 m resolution [10, 25].

Our results showed that the number of variables strongly influences model performance. The D1D2R_BI scenario with the maximum (96) number of variables had the best performance with a MOA of 67% at the 10 m scale. Previous studies have reported that multidimensional datasets improve classification accuracy in RF classifications of land types [13, 48]. However, big datasets can contain variables that are of little importance. The Boruta algorithm only kept ~30% of the variables in the D1D2R_BI scenario. Scenarios with smaller datasets than D1D2R_BI had similar MOA and MKC (>60%). Application of the Boruta algorithm improved our results, indicating the presence of redundant variables and the importance of variable reduction in our study. Scenarios considering spectral bands and indices had a better performance at both scales. At 10 m resolution, scenarios based on indices performed better than those using bands, with little improvement in including both. In contrast, at 20 m resolution, scenarios based on bands or indices presented similar performances.

4.2. Variable Selection and Importance. The Boruta algorithm applied to the D1D2R_BI scenario enables analysis of variable importance. The algorithm selected NDVI and EVI2 as the two most important variables for both scales. These indices have been widely used to discriminate crops and woodlands [7]. The importance of other variables differed between scales. The good performance of dry-season RGB bands at 10 m resolution can be explained by the differences in red reflectance of iron-grasses (green vegetation) compared with dead biomass and bare soil. The importance of the green band is related to chlorophyll content differences between vegetation classes [49]. The blue band distinguishes vegetation and soils [50]. Red-edge bands and indices showed less relevance at 10 m but were more important at the 20 m scale scenario. The low performance of red-edge bands at 10 m is likely because they were resampled from 20 m pixel size and thus present lower spatial detail than the other bands.

4.3. Vegetation Classes Detection. The discrimination accuracy of vegetation classes from the D1D2R_BI scenario differed between woodlands and graminoids. The high accuracy (>70%) for woodland at both scales could be related to their distinct spectral signatures and the spatial and temporal homogeneity of woodland patches. In contrast, grassland patches are characterized by a high spatiotemporal heterogeneity, forming complex vegetation patterns that limit predictive accuracies [7, 27]. Invasive species in degraded environments not only affect the composition of native vegetation but modify the spectral reflectance of vegetation, complicating remote sensing classifications. In our study site, wild oats grow in the spaces between iron-grass tussocks, increasing the vegetation heterogeneity as tussock cover decreases. Wild oats become the dominant vegetation when iron-grass tussocks become sparser. These changes in vegetation composition could have increased the variability in spectral reflectance, especially in classes with lower iron-grass presence. At 20 m resolution, patchiness of iron-grass makes this pattern appear less pronounced, which reduces classification accuracy.

Other sources of heterogeneity across our study could influence classification accuracies. These sources include native and invasive perennial graminoids, young native pines, and exposed calcrite rock layers. Invasive perennial graminoids do not have an extensive cover in our study site but are often present in patches with few iron-grass tussocks. Native perennial species such as the black grass saw-sedge (Gahnia lanigera), wallaby grass (Rytidosperma spp.), speargrass (Austrostipa spp.), and groundsels (Senecio spp.) are usually present in good condition areas that present a medium to high iron-grass cover. The spectral similarity between iron-grass and other perennial vegetation can lead to the iron-grass overestimation and misclassification of wild oats. However, the usefulness of the presented classification approach for condition assessment is not substantially impacted because the classes portrayed the dominant vegetation in the system.

4.4. Implementation of Grassland Mapping in Conservation. This study illustrates a methodology that predicts the distribution of iron-grass grassland condition based on the cover of iron-grass tussocks. We also predict the distribution of patches dominated by wild oats and woodland, facilitating the assessment of degraded patches. Our results show that the south section of Poonthie Ruwe Conservation Park had the best condition, presenting patches with a high cover of iron-grass. In contrast, the north-mid part of the park appeared to be more affected by wild oats and had a low iron-grass cover. The distribution of grassland condition is consistent with the area’s grazing history and vegetation surveys conducted by the Department of Environment and Water Resources over the last decade. The analysis proposed in our study can help managers to produce a detailed map of the condition of iron-grass grasslands, enabling the identification of different condition levels and the identification of patches impacted by exotic species.

5. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated the potential of the RF classifier to map iron-grass grassland condition using Sentinel-2 temporal information. We discriminated three classes of iron-grass grassland, facilitating the detection of subtle differences within a vegetation class, which could be used as an indicator of condition in degraded systems. Furthermore, we also discriminated woodland and grassland patches dominated by wild oats, an invasive species of substantial management
The consideration of spatial, temporal, and spectral detail in classification models is relevant for the performance of RF classifications. RF performed better at 10 m pixel size compared to 20 m, suggesting that higher spatial resolution in the imagery is critical for detecting condition patterns at scales under 30 m. Increasing resolution seems to outweigh the benefits of using higher spectral detail for classifications in systems with high spatial heterogeneity. Consequently, the advantage of red-edge bands (20 m resolution) to detect physiological differences in plants does not improve classification performance in these environments.

Scenarios with multiple datasets that include dry and rainy seasons performed better than single-season and single-date scenarios. The early and late dry seasons were the most informative periods, with minor contributions from the rainy season. The associated vegetation indices were more relevant than spectral bands (including red-edge bands). Vegetation classes presented different phenological properties critical to their discrimination, confirming the relevance of the multiseasonal information provided by Sentinel-2. Conducting RF classifications employing Sentinel-2 temporal information showed effectiveness in discriminating dominant vegetation cover, enabling the mapping of multiple levels of grassland condition, and thus facilitating the identification of degraded patches. Mapping critical areas that require restoration or conservation actions is imperative for managing biodiversity, as it offers valuable information to guide the prioritization of interventions, thus benefiting the conservation of native grasslands.
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